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Quote of the Day: 

“If you really look closely, 
most overnight successes 

took a long time.” 

 — Steve Jobs 

After having such a difficult first half of 2022 in the stock indexes, it is 

normal to think it’s gonna get worse, but what does history show?  As 

we always say, “past performance is no guarantee of future 

performance” and it is impossible to predict what will happen this time, 

but from 1930-2021, there were only 5 first halves with a decline of 

more than 15% down.  In 5 of 5 cases the second half of the year 

provided a positive return, with an average price return of 23.78%.   

 

I have no idea if the stock markets have hit their low points and doubt 

that we’ve seen the worst in this cycle, but the above chart could give 

one reason to be more optimistic.  So far, July has seen more of an 

upswing.   

The debate right now among economists is between inflation 

continuing to ramp up or having our economy stall and move into a 

recession.  As reported late last week, the economy did shrink again for 

the second straight quarter, and this is generally considered to be a 

recession.  The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) gets to 

make the official determination and, of course, the Biden administration 

like every president before wants to spin the definition, especially since 

unemployment is still quite low.  It is likely we will see jobless claims and 

layoffs increase from here.  Since 1950, out of the past 10 times the U.S. 

economy has experienced two consecutive quarters of negative 

economic growth, an official recession was declared EVERY time. 

 
WHAT’S NEW   

 

PDF VERSION OF 

NEWSLETTER TO SHARE & 

SAVE 

In our last email newsletter, we 

had some confusion around the 

visibility of the newsletter. This 

time, there will be an attachment 

with the PDF version. Please feel 

free to save or share with friends! 
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Of course, there are other possibilities, with the best being that could see real organic growth accelerate to 

soak up all the excess liquidity.  I indicated what it would take for that to happen:  significant reduction in our 

government spending/regulatory/welfare state.  More likely is the stagflation scenario where we see both 

ugly deterioration of our purchasing power and a stagnant economy.   

One reason I think we will continue to see sluggish growth or more contraction along with higher prices is 

that all of Washington seems to be FOR industrial policy/cronyism.  Just this past week, concurrent with the 

negative GDP growth and additional Fed rate hikes, we saw where the one centrist and hold-out for more 

fiscal responsibility on the Democratic side (Sen. Manchin) reverse himself.  The legislation calls for over $700 

billion in new federal spending on extending healthcare subsidies, increase funding for the IRS to double its 

size, alternative energy and climate change initiatives, prescription drug reform as well as increased corporate 

taxes.  They are trying to market this as inflation fighting (?!?) but I think anyone who has seen all the spending 

that has come down the pike over the last decade should be skeptical about such legislation doing anything 

but fueling inflation fires. 

Here are the biggest risks I see in the current environment: 

• Energy Security – the war in Ukraine has brought home the issue and how our 

energy/environmental policies have put us in a precarious situation. 

• Agricultural and Commodity Prices – this is related to the energy crisis and its impact on inflation.  

Interestingly, Russia and Ukraine reached an agreement to free more than 20 million metric tons 

of grain that have been stuck in blockaded ports. The agreement seeks to alleviate soaring grain 

prices and prevent a global hunger crisis but, for now, there will be continued strains on food 

supplies. 

• Continued Interest Rate Hikes – again, the Fed put us here with all the easy money stimulus over 

the past decade exacerbating it during the pandemic and now has very little choice in the short 

term. 

• Inflation Expectations – all of the above are contributing to expectations of generalized price 

increases.  The challenge with inflation is that it often spirals due to such expectations. 

• Recession Risk – whenever you have rapid interest rate increases, you have the risk of “putting the 

brakes on too fast” causing economic contraction. 

• Still High Valuations – even though we’ve seen stock prices come down this year, especially in 

certain sectors, they are still quite high by many historical measures.   

• Lastly, the US mid-term elections could have significant impact on market volatility.  (Watch for our 

invitation on a special panel this fall to evaluate how the election will go).  

These macro-economic factors are significant, but I hasten to add that it’s often in times like these where great 

progress can be made and great investment seeds can be planted.  No one really knows how, when, or even 

if, these big problems will be resolved.  I have lots of solutions myself that center around letting freedom tap 

the richest of all the world’s resources:  let humans be free in their thoughts, their actions, and their property.  

While the trend seems to be going the other direction, with authoritarians popping up all over the place, 

human ingenuity can be incredibly resilient, and we are ever vigilant in looking for opportunities.  

Capitalize Your Fridays Podcast - Recent & Upcoming 

Episode 48: Walking Tall on Independence Day 
Episode 49: Chew on It? 
Episode 50: We’re 50 Now! 
Upcoming - Episode 51: The Psychology of Money 

https://anchor.fm/capitalizeyourfridays/episodes/CYF-Ep-48-Walking-Tall-on-Independence-Day-e1knc6k/a-a5g0o6
https://anchor.fm/capitalizeyourfridays/episodes/CYF-Ep-49-Chew-On-It-e1l9i8i/a-a5g0o6
https://anchor.fm/capitalizeyourfridays/episodes/CYF-Ep-50-Were-50-Now-e1lsed5/a-a5g0o6


 

How Financially Literate Are 

You? 

A recent national survey that ranked the financial 

literacy of U.S. states and the District of Columbia 

ranked Colorado at #4, Arizona #17, New Mexico 

#43, New York #24, Texas #23 – these are where 

ALTIUS has the most clients. 

The survey collected results from 34,759 responses 

that covered three areas: Wallet Hub’s “Wallet 

Literacy Score,” Financial Planning & Habits, and 

Financial Knowledge & Education. You can test 

your financial literacy by taking the 30-question 

Wallet Literacy Survey. Even as a financial expert, I 

didn’t get a perfect score, but I was relieved to 

score a 96%. This website focuses on 

managing/improving your credit, so I think it’s 

weighted a little too much that direction. Focusing 

on a higher credit score, while valuable, isn’t the 

most important financial skill you can acquire. If 

you’re interested in knowing what I think IS, just ask. 

The top 10 states were Nebraska, Utah, Virginia, 

Colorado, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Maine, 

Iowa, Minnesota, and New Jersey. It’s interesting 

that they correlate financial literacy to things such 

as gender, income, education level, political 

affiliation, and age. Not surprisingly, older 

respondents scored the better, with the exception 

of the 55-64 age group that scored the highest. 

 

 

 Book Recommendation: 

My book recommendation this time is Atomic 

Habits by James Clear.  Ok, you probably 

already know that I’m one of those people 

who continually likes reading the “self-help” 

genre and I do think you can teach seasoned 

dogs like me a new trick once in a while. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is one I’m immediately reading again 

because there is so much wisdom, written in 

an easy and actionable style.  You already 

know the power of habits, both good and 

bad, but Clear gives you such clear reasons to 

make consistent, minor improvements on a 

daily basis.  Particularly insightful for me was 

the problems he outlines with goal setting 

and the solutions to those problems.  People 

try to change outcomes first, but he shows 

that focusing on systems and ultimately on 

one’s identity, is so much more effective. 

 

Consider 

using a 

Password 

Manager 

Remembering passwords seems to be a never-ending challenge and we’ve had 
a number of clients ask us for advice.  With the incredible technology of the last 
couple decades, internet access to so much and powerful applications that make 
life easier also comes the hassle of setting up and maintaining secure passwords.  
Although password managers themselves take time to set up, they ultimately 
provide much better security and ease of use.  We are currently using a product 
called LastPass but there are several great options out there.  Here's a good WSJ 
article on the topic. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-use-a-free-password-managerand-make-your-logins-safer-11642341602?st=9ehyp57anvg3g1e&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.wsj.com/articles/how-to-use-a-free-password-managerand-make-your-logins-safer-11642341602?st=9ehyp57anvg3g1e&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink


Taylor’s Take: What’s up with the supply chain?   

Raise your hand if you remember walking into the grocery store to find cleared off canned good shelves and 

not a Clorox wipe in sight? Unfortunately, not too distant of a memory for most. While our somewhat post 

pandemic lifestyle seems to be returning to normal, our supply chains have continued to yo yo from one 

extreme to the next. What’s causing all the chaos? And what does that mean for our readers? 

What’s the cause? According to my research, the key causes for our supply chain concerns are labor shortages, 

global bottlenecks, shortage of warehouses, regulatory issues, limited equipment, and a struggle to 

accurately pinpoint consumer demand.  

 

• Labor: There has been a great decrease in the workforce making product transportation, 

distribution, and sales difficult at best.  These issues have been particularly difficult with dockworkers 

at the West Coast ports and US freight rail lines, which handle a huge amount of total U.S. import/

export traffic. 

• Global Bottlenecks and Warehousing: Increasingly expensive shipping containers are 

bottlenecked at US ports trying to navigate to land and once goods make their way to US soil they’re 

often met with warehouse shortages. Some companies have reallocated storefront space to 

accommodate their growing inventory storage.  

• Regulatory Issues:  Pandemic related price controls, emergency anti-price gouging regulations, 

auction bans and compliance with the Jones Act have all distorted market price signals and therefore 

make supply chain management that much more difficult. 

• Equipment: Anyone recall our chip manufacturer discussions at a client meeting this year? Those 

have greatly impacted technology, automobiles, and household good production.   

• Consumer Demand: Many companies built up their inventory of COVID friendly stay-at-home goods 

over the last few quarters and are now met with a shift in demand towards shoppers wanting to get 

out of the house.  

 

What about the baby formula shortage and how will all of this impact me? All the factors above are already 

creating a short supply of baby formula. With a few recent deaths due to errors with their formula, the Abbot 

company had to shut down factories and further worsen the current scarcity problem. Things you may 

continue to notice as consumers: less products available to purchase and higher pricing for those that are 

available to purchase. There also may be a decrease in cost of COVID related surplus goods. Meaning you 

may find lounge wear and household decor at a lower cost since the demand for these goods has been 

much less than anticipated. 

Higher Inflation Assumptions ( in our planning) 

 

Part of having a solid financial plan is making sure you have margins for error built into it.  Building and 

preserving generational wealth for your family means using a comprehensive, long-term, and time-tested 

approach.  ALTIUS has had higher inflation assumptions than many of our peers for several years and we are 

bumping those up again.  

If, the next time you log in your My Empowered Future (powered by eMoney) personal website and notice 

changes in the cashflow projections, it’s likely due to these changes.  Of course, we can and do always 

personalize the assumptions with “what-if?” scenarios and having such capability makes your plan both more 

realistic and more resilient. 

https://wealth.emaplan.com/ema/SignIn?ema%2fria%2faltius


Thank you to our clients! 
Last week at Breckenridge Brewery in Littleton, we a great turn out for our Client Appreciation Event. We 

really believe that we have the best clients, and love developing strong, lasting relationships with each and 

every one of you.  We were so delighted to see your wonderful faces in person and to enjoy a few beers with 

you too. If you were unable to make it, we want to thank you for being a client too and hope that you’ll be 

able to join next time!

 

 

 

 

 

Michael J. Williams, CFP® 

ALTIUS Financial, Inc. 

michael@altiusfinancial.com

303-584-9271 

 

 

Also, check out our podcast for a 

special Independence Day Episode: 

Capitalize Your Fridays 
 

 

 

 

 

* The views expressed represent the opinion of ALTIUS Financial, Inc. The views are subject to change and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. This material 

is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated information is derived from 

proprietary and nonproprietary sources that have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While ALTIUS Financial, Inc. believes the information to be 

accurate and reliable, we do not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, and other 

forward-looking statements are based on available information and the ALTIUS Financial, Inc.'s view as of the time of these statements. Accordingly, such statements are inherently 

speculative as they are based on assumptions that may involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those 

expressed or implied in such statements.  Past performance is not indicative of future results. 

Upcoming Virtual 

Workshop: 

Mid-term Election Panel  

Please look out for a save the date and invitations from Jenn, for 
our upcoming virtual mid-term election panel on October 18th, 
2022. We’ll have a panel of speakers from different sides of the 
political spectrum talking about the mid-term election on Zoom. 

mailto:michael@altiusfinancial.com
https://anchor.fm/capitalizeyourfridays
mailto:jennifer@altiusfinancial.com?subject=Client%20Appreciation%20Event%20RSVP

